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Anniversary day, 41 years ago the Wessex burst into life. So we have to celebrate don’t we. 
First, we have to park, if you are allowed to, long story, so let just say I parked elsewhere, other 
than directed. 

 
We wear clothes of many colours, what’s wrong with that, just because nobody else can pull the look 
off, especially Stoker, I get a fizzy down down. Hmmmm. 
 
It’s supposed to be a 5 miler today, quick and simple, plus don’t cross the A31 or you die. 
Death March marshals everyone over the road via the pedestrian crossing. Not paying attention I 
don’t follow Swinger left but join the throng dog legging to the right. 
 
Continuing into the housing estate K9 and Wurzle go “straight on”. We follow onto the trail way. 
Various attempts by Wheeze and Horn Blower to find alternative trails results in us going “straight 
on”! Since everyone else is overthinking the problem I keep straight on. Find the first chance to split 
off the trail way, still straight on though until we find an “L” to the left. Chippendale is on point 
through a lot of boggy, ankle breaking ex woodland. K9 takes a fall while the rest of us struggle 
through. Swinger, K9, Upstart and TP call a regroup to give Bianca, fresh from the ski slopes and Jock 
Strap a chance to have a photo opportunity. 
 
Back to the “L” only to find another “L” to follow. K9 finds a bridge to play troll. However, are the 
signs to direct us one side of the bridge or to run down and under? DM never explains so some of us 
get our shoes cleaned whilst others stay muddy. 
 
Straight on to see that C and W get caught by a fishhook. Luckily, or am I just too slow, I miss the 
chance to run to the back. Bendover and TP go ahead to follow the pixie loop so we can go straight 
on back to the 2 “L’s” which are now 3, so we go left. 
 
Swinger and Taylor (abandoned by Shitzou to the protection of mismanagement) do their 
impression of Ram vaulting a gate. Looks dangerous to me. 
 
As we have been doing a lot of straight ons we now decide that this makes the decision of choice at 
the next umpteen checks. 
 
This strategy works well so K9, Cum Lately and I leave most behind. Into the housing estate we meet 
up with Spotted Dick and Bend Over again. 
 
A31 ahead, logic says right to the roundabout. Get there to find there is a footpath down by a stream. 
Didn’t know this route existed. Lots of little wooden bridges which are slick until the builders 
thought about adding wire netting for grip. 
 
Continue the straight on theme until we hit the West Moors road. The intelligent turn left, through 
the tail end Mini runners and its back to the pub, others spy the Elephant and Castle try that as a 
stop, dooh. 
 
So, Anniversary Run, Lots of “L’s”, straight ons and ons and ons, mega boggy, two fishhooks I missed, 
a canine that kept trying to trip everyone up, 7.7miles instead of 5 (typically DM), a river troll and 
lots of coffee in the Pub. 
 
So what did you think? 



On On :) 

 


